ENTERTAINMENT

SPORTS

Denzel Washington, Bruce Willis confront
terrorism in political thriller "The Siege"

Former Spartan soccer player C. J. Brown
returns to San Jose for U.S. National game
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ELECTION FINALS
U.S. SENATOR
Barbara Brare (D)
53%, 3,910987
Matt Zing (R)
43%, 3,164,036
Ted Brown (L)
1%, 84,153
Timothy R. Erich (REF)
1%, 43,668
IL Joseph Perrin Sr. (I)
1%, 49,505
Brian M. Rees (NL.)
0%, 41,505
Ophis C. Beltran (PAY)
0%, 49,434
Precincts reporting. 100%
U. S. REPRESENTATIVICS
District 16
Zoe Lofgren (D)
73%, 73,689
Horace Eugene Thayn (R)
23%, 23,737
John H. Black (NL)
4%, 3,920
Precincts reporting: 100%
GOVERNOR
Gray Davis (D)
58%, 4,294,946
Dan Leaven (R)
38%, 2,842,173
Dan Hamburg (G)
1%, 92,613
Steve W. Kubby (L)
1%, 65,113
Gloria Estela La Rive (P&F)
1%, 52,218
Nathan E. Johnson (I)
1%, 33,735
Harold H. Bloomfield (NL)
0%, 27,267
Precincts reporting: 100%
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
Crux M. Bustamante (D)
53%, 3,806,737
Tim Leslie (R)
9991.1.797,2511
SeasAmir101
TR,1111,16.
Thomas M. Tryon my -2%, MANS
Jaime Luis Gomm (Pan
1%, 99,410
George M. McCoy (I)
1%, 83,463
James J. Mangia (REF)
1%, 66,087
Precincts reporting: 100%
SECRETARY OF STATIC
Bill Jones (R)
47%, 3,339,975
Michela Alioto (I))
46%, 3,281,496
Gail K. Laghtfoot (L)
3%, 194,736
Carolyn Rae Short (Al)
1%, 90,323
Jane Ann Bialosky (NL)
1%, 92,870
Israel Pinar (P&F)
1%, 70,436
Valli Sharpe-Geisler (REF)
1%, 65,093
Precincts reporting: 100%
tiouh ellkaa ohm rarelownon r ZS Atm
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Passage
of bond
funds
library

November 5, 1998

Dancin’ in the halls

ByMarraf
Se
retWieel el
Proponents of the joint library project
could call Tuesday’s election a victory for
the university, as California voters secured
the majority of the funding it will need to
proceed in the venture with the city
Proposition 1A, the $9.2 billion
Kindergarten through University Public
Education Facilities Bond Act, passed with
62 percent of the vote.
With 100 percent of precincts reporting,
there were 4,313,364 "yes" votes and
2,602,295 "no" votes. Absentee ballots have
yet to be counted.
The joint library project would combine
San Jose State University’s and the city of
San Jose’s library resources in one building.
The bond will now fund most of SJSU’s

During a "learn-how-to-swing-dance gathering" at Hoover
Hall, resident adviser Che Scott and resident Rachel Meade
turn away from each other after losing their momentum while
attempting a swing combination they had just learned. Scott

See Prop. 1A, page 6

Rosalirula
;1).11 rtti
was one of the resident advisers who organized the event to
bring residents together to learn the basics of this new dance
craze. More than 20 people attended the class.

Chavez holds lead Carl’s Jr. responses
in city council race spur open discussion
By Hugo Rivera
Staff Wnter
Cindy Chavez, the leader in the race
for the San Jose City Council District 3
on Tuesday, is perceived as in touch with
working people and as a team player,
according to San Jose State University
local politics professor Peter Haas.
The results of the election for District
3, which covers the downtown area
including SJSU, were Chavez with 4,884,
or 51 percent of the vote, and her opponent, Tony West, with 4,698, or 49 percent of the vote, according to the Santa
Clara County Registrar of Voters.
This total does not include absentee
ballots, which are votes cast ahead of
time by those who could not be present
for the election, and provisional votes,
which are votes cast by people in a district in which they are not registered
because they moved.
According to Haas, Chavez will be will-

jog to work more with the mayor’s office
than David Pandori, who has held the
city council seat for District 3 for eight
years.
"Pandori likes to be something of antiestablishment," Haas said. "He never had
any kind of projected pattern."
Haas also said council races are more
about the perceptions of candidates
rather than the issues they support.
Chavez is perceived as bong more sympathetic about the living wage, while her
opponent, Tony West, is perceived as
being more business friendly
Chave,, said the first thing she would
do once taking her seat on the council I in
Jan. 1, 1999, is to help residents in her
district come up with a plan from which
they can all benefit.
"We don’t really make change." Chavez
said. "We will go back to the homes we
visited during the campaign and get

See Chavez, page 6

San Jose elects first Latino mayor
ByJoAne Peach
Staff Writer
Mayoral candidate Ron Gonzales’
win over opponent Patricia Dando
was a narrow one.
When all precincts had reported on
Tuesday’s voting results, Gonzales
held 514 percent of the votes. At final
count, he had 81,526 votes. Dando lost
with 48.6 percent and 77,014 votes.
However, these numbers are tentative until the 29 days it takes to certify the them.
According to a representative at
the Registrar of Voters, there are
approximately 40,000 absentee ballots which still need to be counted.
Gonzales is ahead of Dando by 4,512
votes.
Even with an apparent loss to
Gonzales, Dando will not disappear
from the San Jose political scene.
Dando, who has been on the San Jose
City Council since 1995, still has two
years left to serve.
’In one way or another, I plan to be
Involved," Dando said on Tuesday.
Gonzales will be taking over
asmayor in the first week of January.
According to Gonzales’ campaign
manager, Leslie Hamilton, he will continue to work at Hewlett-Packard
until he takes over his new position.
’I am proud to have been involved
with a campaign that helped elect the

liyan Oleini Sporran Daily
Mayoral candklate Ron Gonzales (rignt). Bob 13rownstien and San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer celebrate Tuesday night as Gonzales takes the lead over opponent Pat Dando by a narrow margin
first Latino mayor," said current
Mayor Susan Hammer during a campaigny Tuesday night at the
CfGarL Tuabor Council Building in
San Jose.
During their campaign, both candidates sent out representatives to go
door to door and provide San Jose residents with information on their platforms and experience.

,t

Business adminstration major Ann
Demko decided to vote for Gonzales
yesterday simply because she had no
background information on Dando.
"Gonzales workers came door to
door and introduced themselves,"
Demko said. "They stayed an hour at
my house. I guess I was impressed by
that."

By Adam Pavtacka
Stall Writer
Earlier this semester. San Jose State
University and Carl’s Jr. said they mutually agreed to break a contract to open a
restaurant on campus.
According to Don Kassing, vice president for administration and a Spartan
Shops board member, the decision was
made because members of the gay, lesbian and bisexual community on campus
were opposed to alleged anti-gay actions
the chain’s founder had made in the past.
ttudent 4, faculty and staff who felt

dissatisfied with the way he cart’s Jr
issue has heen handled on campus have
been invited to an linen Discussion
About Carl’s .Jr’ from 130 to 5 p.m.
Thursday in the I ’ost ;mom)
’ii the
Student Union.
The event is being hosted by ’The
Queer Revolution: i group of SJSU students, faculty and staff ,oncerned about
gay, lesbian and bisexual issues.
Jennifer Rvcenga. a member of the
group and an assistant protessor it comparative religious ..tudie, -it SJSU, said
the veni
If
’ht.
See

Carl’s Jr.
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Deaf SJSU graduate works
with Peace Corps in Africa
By Ginny White
Stall A’reter

Volunteers can earn
master’s degrees
’4:),;17,7,P,:tach

Lisa Markham was
little more than a
mile away from the
blast which ripped
U.S.
open
the
Embassy in Nairobi.
Kenya, on the morning of Aug. 7.
She didn’t hear a
thing. Markham is
deaf
Stationed in Kilist. Lisa Markham
Kenya, as a volunteer
for the Peace Corps, Markham teaches
children ages 6 through Ft at the
Kibarani Deaf School.
The bombing claimed the lives of 247
people, injured nearly 5,000 others and
devastated the surrounding three-block
area, as reported by the U.S. Agency for
International Development.
"There was glass everywhere. More
than 10 blocks away," said Markham, a
former San Jose State University graduate student. ’There was a lot (of damage
and so many people were injured."
She had been visiting with a friend
and sightseeing in Nairobi when the
bomb went off.
"I cope really well," Markham said.
Markham was born deaf and has used
American Sign Language all her life.
When she arrived in Kenya, she had to
learn Kenyan Sign Language, which is
similar linguistically to ASL but the
otignm are different, she said.

Anyone vho has ever -onsidered
Job
volunteering tor th,
way to
Ever I ovp may hay
see the world and continue their high
er education.
The PPM,’ i ’11111S. }:(11(1V001 *SA pro
gram enables .ohinteers to earn a
master’s degree and work in a dekelep
ing country simultaneinisly There are
numerous imigrams in rimmunit y
and economic development. .1, o ell :is
education.
In the I’m-psi’ I ellowsil ’SA program.
volunteers must get ac,eptance to a
gradimte school ..nd the
Volunteers must ,anplete the woyear committ ment to t he Peace I ’,,rps.
Volunteers who terminate their service early may put their eligibility for
the Fellows program in jeopardy.
Among others. Santa Clara University,
San Francisco State I:niversity,
Michigan State I iniversity and Illinois
State I Tniversitv ’MVO incorporated
the Fellows/I ’SA program.
Currently, Dr Gary Klee. i professor in the environmental studies
department, is trying to get the program to San Jose State University.
"It would he a wonderful program,"
Klee said. "And a magnet for the university"
,

See Markham, page 8

See Peace Corps, page 8
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Forget Halloween:
elections provide
enough weirdness

T

rfaSiEklit?4a.<6114E
MIME MAN!

United
he
States should
stop celebrating
Halloween.
We
get
enough weirdness only a
few days later on
Election Day.
This year was no
exception.
The general weirdness started in Newport,
Maine. One female resiSC011 011184-%
dent there prefers to
mow her lawn topless.
Her neighbors would
prefer it if she didn’t.
Since no one could come
to a reasonable solution to the problem, the
town took a vote on it.
Desiree Davis, who is in her 30s, won the
right to mow her lawn topless by a vote of 77511(11111

1,101,
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Young adults not
ready to die should
always have safe sex
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Tlie (July question left in Newport is why
Davis’s mother is selling T-shirts that read,
"Topless Lawn Mower Club." Doesn’t that
defeat the purpose?
Then there is Minnesota, where Reform candidate and former professional wrestler Jesse
"The Body" Ventura threw Democrat Hubert
Humphrey III and Republican Norm Coleman
out of the ring to win the race for governor.
GOP executive director Tony Sutton said he
was "absolutely shocked," and Democratic state
chair Dick Senese said he was "baffled" by Jesse
-Flu. Governor" Ventura’s election.
The two will have four years to figure out
why voters were so fed up with Democrats and
Republicans that they actually voted in a person who used to parade around a wrestling ring
with a feather boa.
But for the best, all-around, general weirdness, voters needed to head down to Newport
lie;ich where former Republican Rep. Robert "B1 Itob" Donlan had an "A-1" meltdown when he
lost to Democratic incumbent Loretta Sanchez.
Doman was trying to regain the seat in the
!louse of Representatives he lost two years ago
to SalICIIPZ. Sanchez won the 1996 election by
only 979 votes. Donlan claimed voter fraud,
placing heavy blame on illegal immigrants. He
also blamed California Secretary of State Bill
Jones for covering up the fraud to gain Latino
votes. Dornan’s been crusading against Sanchez
l’VI’T since.
This time, however, Doman lost by a solid
12,235 votes. Things really got bad Tuesday
when Doman n-fused to give a concession
speech and instead slammed his GOP peers
front the podium. Supporters of Republican
Senate candidate Matt Fong, who were waiting
to hear Fong give his concession speech, got
tired of Dornan’s rant and began chanting
King’s name in hopes of getting Dornan off the
stage Dornan, however, kept talking.
Tempers rose between the factions, and the
boytriend of Dornan’s daughter even got into a
light w ith a California Highway Patrol officer,
lit’ spent the night in jail.
Toni Fuentes, Orange County GOP chair111111, t TOYI to smooth things over.
"Let’s remember we’re all Republicans," he
said. "We’re all in this thing together."
That ’s right, Tom, for at least two more years.
Mayls you and the losers in the Minnesota
campaign should get together and talk about
what vou’n going to do next Halloween.

the Spartan Daily executive
tot His column appears every Thursday.
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Dr. Laura needs to follow her own advice
And you got caught.
Entertainment is full of self-right"Guilt is good," Schlessinger has
eous personalities, but few have
claimed. "We need to re-establish the conmore gall than the preachy, hypocept of shame."
critical nut that is Dr. Laura Schlessinger.
In that spirit, I present the "Ten
Dr. Laura, host of The Dr. Laura
Stupid Things that Qualify Dr. Laura as
Schlessinger Program and author of several books, including "Ten Stupid Things
a Hypocrite":
"Honor Thy Mother" is a favorite Dr.
Women Do to Mess Up Their Lives,"
Laura mantra, but she has been
blasts listeners daily on more than 450
estranged from her own mother for over
radio stations nationwide with her signa15 years and refuses to introduce her son
ture demeaning dose of superiority.
to his own grandmother.
Commanding a mid -seven-figure
Iii,.
Is
Nlilist
She objects to interfaith marriages,
salary for her show and up to 30 grand for
though she, a recently born-again Jew,
speaking appearances, she has made a
wed an Episcopalian.
killing teeing off on women or men who
It I I/1 SI 1
, 1 A
She harshly tongue-lashes divorcees,
have had affairs, ridiculing women who
are considering an abortion, name-calling
but forgets to mention that she is curcouples who are considering divorce and labeling rently on hubby No. 3.
mothers who don’t stay home to raise their children
She castigates parents who separate from their
spouses and leave children, though her current husas "detestable."
"My mission is to help God perfect the world," Dr. band was a married father of three when she met
him.
Laura smugly gloats.
Schlessinger is a haughty blowhard who gleefulShe goes on ad nauseam about valuing procrely strips her 20 million masochistic listeners of all ation over career, though she waited until she was
integrity and now, praise God, it is her turn.
nearly 40 and well -established to bless the world
Weeks ago, her in-the-buff bluff was gloriously with her sole offspring.
called. Bill Ballance, a Southern California radio
She preaches societal structure, but was
personality and Schlessinger’s 80-year-old former adamant her son be stuck with the last name
mentor, took 12 nude photos of the good doctor, Schlessinger, as opposed to that of her husband.
dubbed the "Dirty Dozen," to shock jock Howard
While boasting "I am judgmental," frequently
Stern, Schlessinger’s bitter rival.
labeling herself a priest and citing little-known
The pictures were snapped by Ballance, who had teachings from the Bible, she conveniently overlooks
a two-year affair with Dr Laura when she was 28 a key passage: Judge not.
and he was 57, while Schlessinger was married to
Despite belittling liars, she has continuously
her first of three husbands.
been endlessly untruthful about her own sordid
Schlessinger first denied the photos were of her. past.
After fessing up, she sued the Internet
Although steadfast in her resentment of
Entertainment Group (IEG), which bought the pho- cheaters, she had numerous trysts while married.
tos from Ballance, for violation for privacy. In a twoHer degree is not in psychology, as she alludes
minute ruling Monday, the court said it was within to, but rather in physiology a study of biological
IEG’s rights to post the Dirty Dozen on their Club functions.
Love website, a site now infamous for showing the
Dr. Laura, your hypocrisy has shaken the
Pamela Anderson and Tommy Lee "Hardcore and pedestal on which you’re perched down to its very
Uncensored" videotape.
foundation. Your sanctimonious lip service qualifies
Well, Doc, let me dole out some advice to you in a you as a laughing stock who is void of credibility.
language that you’ll surely understand: You are a
Looks like it’s time, Doc, to follow the advice
sanctimonious slut who has attempted to assuage you’ve screeched at women everywhere who have
your shame by climbing on your high horse and made mistakes in their lives: "Shut up, tramp.
blasting your audience of saps with a demeaning You’re an embarrassment."
dose of superiority for the same dirty deeds in which Thrri K Milner is a Spartan Daily
you yourself have. partaken.
senior staff writer Her column appears every Thursday

spent three years
john
working to obtain his
master’s degree. He
spent almost an equal
amount of time fighting
AIDS.
John died last week
after only four and a half
years of being infected with
HIV.
He was 28.
Death is not something
that most 28-year -olds
think about. Most likely,
topics on their minds range
from the next step in their
career to perhaps a vacation they’d like to take to maybe even marriage
But not when you’re dying of AIDS.
When you’re dying of AIDS, you end up emaciated and tired. You have to make funeral decisions.
You have to say goodbye to everyone who loves you.
When fighting the AIDS virus finally took most of
his strength, John was working as a counselor for
troubled teens. For many of the kids, John was the
only one they confided in. After many years of
adults abusing them, John had earned their trust.
Unfortunately for John, trusting someone
proved deadly. In a conversation John and I had
about a year ago, he told me he got AIDS from having unprotected sex one time.
You might have assumed John was gay. But
remember, AIDS affects everyone, not just the
stereotype of only homosexuals.
John wasn’t gay, but he made a stupid mistake.
He wasn’t consistent with the use of condoms to
prevent getting AIDS.
We’ve been bombarded by "safe sex" slogans and
warnings, but how many of us really, really, have
safe sex each time we have intercourse? Even
thinking back to all the stories shared between my
own friends, I can count several friends who
haven’t been safe every time they’ve had intercourse.
According to "The Body" (www.thebody.com), a
website provided by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, recent estimates suggest
that 650,000 to 900,000 Americans are now living
with HIV, and at least 40,000 new infections occur
each year.
It’s not my job to remind you to use condoms
every time you have intercourse. However, it is my
job to put up a red flag so you guys sit up and take
notice. Shagging with a stranger after a night of
drinking? A one-night stand with a person you’ve
been making eyes at during a party? That’s no one
else’s business but your own. But, do you know
where your partner has been?
Sex is only really safe when it is 100 percent
safe. And it isn’t really safe if it is dependent on
convenience. You can never be too drunk, stoned or
aroused to use a condom.
Safe sex slogans such as, "If you’re gonna jump,
use a parachute," aren’t kidding. Unless you’re into
jumping off cliffs without a parachute, you should
have safe sex every single time. Some people think
that if they haven’t had safe sex all along, then they
shouldn’t start now. C’mon now, if you stabbed
yourself once, even twice, and didn’t die, would you
keep stabbing yourself until you finally kicked the
Whby
amond
Dave
bucket?
If you haven’t had safe sex 100 percent of the
time, get tested. Then start practicing safe sex,
even if you’re in a monogamous relationship. Hey,
you never know for sure, right?
It’s not a free-love kind of world anymore, folks.
It’s a protect-yourself-so-you -won’t-die world.
JoAnn Peach is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Iraq flips world the bird by failing to comply with United Nations weapons inspectors
’ WIRE) MORGANTOVVN,
With all due respect to
Yogi ’terra, the situation in Iraq
looks like deja vu all over again.
Early Sunday, Iraq sent a statement to the U.N. that refused to
renew cooperation with U.N.
inspectors unless the Security
Council decides to lift the trade
...anctions that have crippled
Ii aqs economy since the Gulf
War
Iraqi officials have said that
even military force will not make
them comply, and they would be
riuiliitg to take military action
W VA

against those sanctioning them.
Just like last time, and presumably, any times that follow.
This is just another Iraqi public relations ploy to gain the support of their people, and of the
Middle East, while they remain
internationally ostracized, both
in trade and in policy, by much of
the world. If all goes according
to plan, U.N. inspectors will be
kicked out of Iraq, there will be
some
meaningless
hostile
rhetoric from both the U.S. and
Iraq, the Iraqis will get the
opportunity to run around

rcursT EffiTomm,

screaming
about the
"American
infidel,"
meanwhile
shifting the attention from the
wrongs committed against them
by their own government to
those perceived threats on the
other side of the world.
Eventually, Iraq will sign a
meaningless agreement and stay
locked under economic sanctions, and allow the weapons
inspectors to go about their futility unscathed.

In
fact,
Iraq’s
vice
president
was so sure of
America’s
position as a "paper tiger" that
he said his country does not feel
threatened by the United States
because the United States has
been threatening his country for
eight years. In those eight years,
Iraqi fear and respect for the
United States has eroded to the
point where their leaders will get
in front of the world and call us
chicken and dare us to attack.

Loot in all this threatening
and name-calling is the fact that
the economic sanctions are
working. However, the antiAmerican propaganda is so frequently used in the Middle East,
and especially Iraq, that their
people truly believe that we are
oppressing them out of spite and
hatred rather than for the safety
of the surrounding nations,
After hearing the Iraqi
demand for the lifting of sanetions before they allow weapons
inspections, it becomes obvious
that the Iraqi people, or at least

their people, apparently do not
understand that those sanctions
are there explicitly because they
have weapons of mass destruction. Right now, the Iraqi government and economy are both chat’
ing under the pressure of a
starving, angry populace that is
leaning more and more towards
rebellion, In a last-ditch effort to
regain control, they offer hollow
threats and empty promises to
the international body and to
their people. Releasing the sanctions at this juncture would be
madness.

Daily Athenaeum, West Virginia Untversity
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New drop policy unfriendly to students in need
We are past the halfway
V V point of the semester, and
some of my students aren’t
doing well. One broke up a
longtime relationship, one put
in too many hours of overtime,
one seems to be going through
some kind of crisis of confidence and at least two just
aren’t grasping the subject.
In previous semesters, I
would have made appointments with those students. I
would have discussed their

problems and probably have
urged them to drop the class.
I’d point out that they could
always retake the class when
they had their lives in order,
and that it was better to get a
W (withdrawal) on their
records than an F or a U, which
counts as an F.
Now, I can’t do that. These
students will receive either low
or failing grades because of the
new policy in place at San Jose
State University. If those stu-

dents do decide to drop, a person I’ve never met will decide
their fate, and we have all been
warned of how tough the policy
is.
I fail to see the benefits of
the new drop policy unless its
main purpose is punitive.
I don’t believe it is helpful to
educating students.
Roy Christman
lecturer, political science

Column demonstrates long-held racist views
organizations is not to isola
responding to the article
isolate
racist acts and we cannot conIam
"Minority Preference Causes
minority students, as Mr.
tinue to ignore it. Therefore, the
Unnecessary Double Standard"
by David Brown.
Brown is showing the racism
of our society by targeting his
anger at minorities. He implies
that recruiting programs only
target minority students,
Recruiters target every type of
student whether it is for athletic ability, high scores in standardized tests, part of alumni,
etc. Yet, Brown fails to analyze
his anger and targets people of
color.
The purpose of minority

Brown assumes. The organizations help us understand
America’s past and present conditions. All of our history is
important to know in order for
us to understand our current
racist attitudes and lives,
Everybody is racist, and it is
not because of multicultural
organizations. Brown forgets
the fact that our country was
built on racism. Although our
generation was not around during slavery, our ideas and perceptions are based on these

answer to Brown’s
question,When will the separation of students based on something as benign as skin color
come to an end?" is when he listens and understands his anger
and false assumptions on peopie of color. Mr. Brown should
not rob himself of his life by forgetting an important part of
our history.
Jose Gonzalez
social science

Carl’s Jr. saga provides daily dose of controversy
I’m reading the Spartan Daily
ever day now. I actually search
the pages for the latest update
on the Carl’s Jr. controversy
(a.k.a.) CJC. The joy of reading,
contemplating and debating
with co-workers on a story, that’s
continued to run almost daily
since the story broke, two, no

three weeks ago cannot be
expressed in words.
You guys slipped Tuesday, not
one mention of the dreaded conflict.
Come on, community! I need
my fix! We need to see the CJC
every day. Keep the home fires
burning and let’s beat that dead

horse just a little bit longer although now we can’t sell it to
foreign countries for horsemeat.
Carey Netzloff
Institutional Planning and
Academic Resources

Sparta Guide
Today
Theatre Department
"Die, Die, Diana" at 7 p.m. in
Hal Todd Theatre, located in Hugh
Gillis Hall. For more information,
call 924-4555
African American Studies
Department
Amiri Baraka poetry and jazz
presentation at 7.30 p.m and
workshop at 4.30 p.m. in the Music
Building Room 150. For more
information, call Dr. Harris at 9245/461.
SJSU Tsunami Anime
Weekly meeting with video
showing from 7 - 9.30 p m in
Washington Square Hall Room
109. For more information, call Ian
at 873-2534.
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance (GALA)
Guest speaker from University
Health Services on safer sex at
3 30 p.m in the Student Union’.
Guadalupe Room For more information, call Juan Ramos at 4565058
International Relations
Association
Presenting Dr. Rebecca Rangel
from the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom at 3
p m in the Student Union’s
Council Chambers For more infor
motion, call Karim at 379-4950.
Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife" Christian Fellowship
and Worship at 8 p m in the Art
Building Room 133 For more
information, call Travis or Eddie
at 294.4249

Pre-Msd Club
Weekly meeting at 1 30 p m in
Duncan Hall Room 345 Dr Fee

will be speaking on cardiac
surgery. For more information, call
Pedram Hajjarian at 569-6490
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily Mass from 12.10 - 12:35
p.m and Bible study Chapters 19
and 20 of Luke from 7 - 9 p.m. in
the Campus Ministry Center,
located at the corner of 10th and
San Carlos streets. For more information, call Ginny or Father Bob
at 938-1610
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a in- 4 p.m in the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings.
For more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330
Center
Internships for Business
Students, learn while you earn at
12,30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room For more information, call 924-6033
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Measure your body fat using
bin -electrical impedance from 10
a.m. - noon in Central Classroom
Building Room 103. $5 for students, faculty and staff and $10 for
all others. For more information,
call Jill Christensen at 924-3110.
The Listening Hour
Student highlights - Jennifer
Meola, playing the MIMIC of
Classical and Romantic periods
from 12.30 1,15 p.m in the Music
Building’s Concert Hall For more
information, call Joan Stubbe at
924-4631.
Human Resource Mnagement
Association
Advantages and disdvantages
of contingent workforce from 4 15
6 p in in the Student Union’s
Almaden Room. For more informs.
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Pi Sigma Alpha and Political
Science Department
Post -election analysis at noon
in the Student Union’s Umunhum
Room. For more information, call
Jill Shirley at 244-9639.
The Queer Revolution
Open discussion on Carl’s Jr
from 3,30 - 5 p.m in the Student
Union’s Costanoan Room For more
information, call Whitney at 267.
8707
American Indian Science and
Engineering Society
Red Earth Day and Native
American Celebration from 7 10
p.m. in the Engineering
Auditorium. For more information.
call Evonne Wilson at 95h-1696.

Le Cercle Francais
French film ’La Heine at 6
p.m. in Sweeney Hall Room 100.
For more information, cell J L
DeSalvo at 924-4611
Child Development Club
Mandatory meeting for all
_December grads at 4:30 p m in
Sweeney Hall Room 100 For more
information, call Meethat at 9971391 or Gale at 924-8101

Sparta Guide is provided free of
charge to students, faculty and staff
The deadline for entries is noon,
three days before desired publication
date. Entry forms are available in
the Spartan Daily Office. Space
restrictions may require editing of
submissions.
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LIVERPOOL, England (AP) - Beatles wives Yoko
Ono and Linda McCartney liked each other. Really
So says Ono, anyway In a newspaper interview published Wednesday, John Lennon’s widow dismissed the
commonly held belief that she and Paul McCartney’s
wife, who died of breast cancer in April, didn’t care for
one another.
’People always portrayed us as enemies, like two boxers on opposite sides of the ring, but of course it was
never really like that,’ Ono was quoted as saying in the
Liverpool Echo. "In later life especially, we became
friends. We had an understanding of each other. We had
both married Beatles and we knew what that was like.’
In the interview, which coincided with the release of
the new ’John Lennon Anthology’ album compiled by
Ono, she also spoke of the lingering hurt over her husband’s death in 1980.
"I am a woman who has lost my husband,’ she told
the newspaper in John’s hometown."! think about John
everyday, and talking about him is one of my last links
with him.’
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Norris marries
LAS ANGELES (AP) - ’Walker, Texas Ranger’ star
Chuck Norris is reportedly marrying a woman who
introduced herself with a topless photo.
The 59-year-old actor announced he would marry
Gena O’Kelley, 36, over Thanksgiving weekend in
Dallas. The Daily News of Los Angeles said Wednesday
the couple met after Ms. O’Kelley sent the actor her topless picture.
Norris, who was filming his seventh season of
’Walker, Texas Ranger,’ couldn’t be reached through
publicist Paul Baker, who didn’t return telephone calls
seeking comment.

Singer speaks out on drug problem Former U.S. Olympic coach dies
NEW YORK (AP) - lbny Bennett left his heart in
San Francisco and became the darling of the MTV generation in his 6(ts. And he picked up a drug problem
along the way.
’At every big party I’d go to, people were high on
something,’ the 72-year-old crooner wrote in The Good
Life,’ about the heady Hollywood days of the 1970s.
’Cocaine flowed as freely as champagne, and soon I
began joining in the festivities.... Compounded with my
pot smoking, the whole thing started sneaking up on
me.’
By the late 1970s, he spiraled into a dangerous drugfilled low as his personal life unraveled - his mother
died, his marriage was faltering and the government
was after him for back taxes.
’I found I was using drugs to ease my pain,’ Bennett
said.
In 1979, when the IRS threatened to seize his home,
he went on a binge that nearly killed him. In the two
decades since then, the eight-time Grammy winner has
risen to new career and personal highs, without drugs.
His latest allgun, Ile Playground,’ is being released
this week.

Prince visits Dractda’s town
SIBIU Romania (AP) - Is Prince Charles a distant
relative of Dracula?
The burghers of this Transylvanian city like to think
so, and Romanian genealogists and historians claim it’s
definitively true.
The heir to the British throne - on a tour of Eastern
Europe - spent a day in the heart of Transylvania,
where the Dracula legend was born. Bram Stoker’s
main character was inspired by Vlad the Impaler, who
was known for piercing his victims on spikes while he
ate his dinner.
There weren’t any vampires in sight Wednesday, but
the prince mingled with thousands of people - Gypsies,
women in fur coats and a sea of children - in this 13th
century city, 140 miles northwest of the capital
Bucharest.
In a speech Tuesday evening, Charles criticized the
late Communist dictator Nicolae CeauscseUs plans for
demolishing medieval rural cities in Transylvania.
’Those measures drove me to despair,’ said the prince

Student Health Service
CPR class sign up from 10 a m
- noon and 1 - 3 p in in the Health
Building Room 209 For more
information, call Dr Oscar Battle,
Jr. at 924- 6117.
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tion, call 937-4714

Yoko, McCartney were friends

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Harley-Davidson rider Jay
Leno will lead a pack of 20,000 bums, including ’Easy
Rider’ Peter Fonda, on a Southern California excursion
they say will include great barbecue, terrific music and,
most dell, good intentions.
Love Ride 15 sets off Sunday from Harley-Davidson
Glendale with grand marshal Leno and honorary grand
marshal Ride guiding bikers m a 50-mile journey to
Castaic Lake. Participants will hear a concert there by
the Steve Miller Band and George Iliorogood and the
Destroyers.
The trip is expected to raise more than $1 million for
the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The fund-raising ride usually lures a host of celebrities. Past events have included Dennis Her, Bruce
Springsteen, LOTINIZO Lamas and Sally itrici.nd

SKILLMAN NJ. (AP) - Larry Ellis, the coach for
the 1984 US. Olympic men’s track team and former_
president of USA Track & Field, died Wednesday. He
was 70.
Ellis, a middle distance runner, had a heart transplant in 1995.
He was track coach at Princeton for 22 years. The
1984 Olympic team he coached was by led by Carl
Lewis, who won four gold medals at Los Angeles. He
also led a US. team in the memorable USA-USSR dual
meet at Berkeley, Calif, in 1978.
Ellis also was the high school coach fix Bob Beaman,
who set a long jump record in winning his 1968 Olympic
gold medal.
FAR, president of USATF from 1992-96, coached the
U.S. men’s track team in the World Cup in South Africa
for the organization two months ago.

Flashback through the years
55 years ago: Richard Jaeckel made his screen
debut in ’Guadalcanal Diary’ also starring William
Bendix and Lloyd Nolan.
40 years ago: The first British album chart was published in Melody Maker, and the first No. 1 album was
the film soundtrack, ’South Pacific.’
Elvis Presley’s ’Hound Dog’ sold more than three
million copies, a figure previously achieved only by Bing
Crosby’s ’White Christmas’ and Gene Autry’s ’Rudolph
the Red-Nosed Reindeer.’
And the American Congress of Exhibitors was
formed to better coordinate industry policies concerning
ITIONieit and television and the relationship between the
film industry and government.
30 years ago: Jane Fbnda starred in "BarbarelLa.’
The film was directed by Roger Vadim.
25 years ago: Queen began its first tour of Britain,
opening for Mott the Hoople.
10 years ago: ’Murphy Brown,’ starring Candice
Bergen, debuted on CBS.
Bill Cosby announced that he would return to NBC
for another season of The Cosby Show,’ which debuted
in 1984.
And entertainer Ann-Margret returned to the stage
in Las Vegas after a five-year hiatus from the city where
she launched her professional career as a teen-ager.
Five years ago: Actress Angie Dickinson became
the first person in 500 shows to walk out of a televised
’This Is Your Life’ tribute.
Comedian Paula Poundstone’s Saturday night comedy-variety show was canceled by ABC after just two
episodes.
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IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Bosefi Corporation, the most trusted name in sound
reproduction has several openings for outgoing
salespeople. Demonstrate and se’l high quality home
entertainment products using our innovative AN
production and dedicated theaters located inside
several of our key reseller’s store fronts. Delight your
guests with extraordinary presentations, implement and
maintain merchandising & promotional themes, and
train retail salespeople on Bose products. Retail sales
experience and/or consumer electronics knowledge
helpful but not essential. Strong oral communication
skills a must. Excellent opportunity for Business and
Communications majors. Must be able to work
weekends. One full-time and three part-time positions
include salary plus monthly commission. Full time
position includes benefits package.

Please FAX resume or letter of interest
with phone number to Minh Dang
(925)560-0089.
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Former Spartan’s career catches ’Fire’
"We want to keep building on
this season," Bradley said. "We
see C.J. as one of the key young
players that we can build our
As a 6-year-old taking up the team around."
sport of soccer, C.J. Brown had
When Brown started this
no idea what his future held. season, his first in the MIS, he
Seventeen years later, his thought it would be a training
future is now, and things are year. He said he didn’t expect to
looking good.
start but instead expected to
For Brown, who played for gain some experience.
the San Jose State University
"I had no idea I’d end up a
men’s Soccer team from 1993 to starter and be on the champi1996, this year has brought a onship team," Brown said. "We
whirlwind of changes to his life thought we were going to struggle this season, but once we had
and his career especially the
last two weeks.
the first two games, we knew
Brown is a defender for the we could hang with any team in
Chicago Fire, one of Major the league."
Brown started playing soccer
League Soccer’s expansion
teams. The Fire experienced as a child but said it wasn’t
victory on Oct. 25, as it defeated until he was older that he starttwo-time defending champion ed watching soccer on television
D.C. United 2-0 in the MLS and getting into it more. While
Cup, the league’s championship in high school in Hayward and
heading toward college, Brown
game.
"This whole year has been a considered a few colleges but
said they didn’t show interest.
trial fin. me," Brown said.
Then Gary St. Clair, the
Getting his first ring and
winning the championship was SJSU men’s soccer coach, came
a dream come true for Brown, to one of his games and thought
but the excitement didn’t stop Brown had potential. Brown
there. Last week, as he and the said St. Clair gave him a tour of
team were celebrating the victo- the campus and eventually
ry, Brown and four other play- helped him get into SJSU.
"I’ve got to hand it to Gary
ers received envelopes holding
St. Clair for taking a chance on
an important message.
That day, despite pleas from me and picking me to come play
the media to open the envelope, at San Jose State," Brown said.
Brown waited until he had "I think we (the soccer team)
sonic privacy. During the bus had some good years at San
ride home from the celebration, Jose State. When it came down
some 30 minutes after receiving to Bay Area battles, we were up
the envelope, he opened it and there."
Brown was SJSU’s team caplearned he’d been named to the
tain his last two seasons on the
r S. National Soccer Team. He
team because, according to St.
had suspected it all along.
-This is what every serious Clair, he was an outstanding
player and an outstanding persiseer player wants to get to
you always want to be a repre- son.
After playing four years for
sentative of your own national
team," Brown said. "Having a SJSU, Brown moved on and
t rye Rit and getting the chance to played for the San Francisco
Bay Seals, a team in the U.S.
be Annoy! such great players
Independent Soccer League. It
it’s what you play for
"Winning (the MLS Cup) and was from the Seals that Brown
cowing to this now is a bonus was drafted by the Fire. Before
her nit’. By coming to this the MLS was established in
national team, I’m kind of rep- 1996, Brown and his parents
thought his years of playing socresi.nting thy (’hicago Fire. It’s
a reward for my team and for cer were on the verge of being
over soon after college.
myself"
"We definitely thought the
Early this year, Brown was
the first player drafted in the road was ending close to college,
MLS
supplenivnt al
draft, but once the MIS started, we
according to Bob Bradley, head knew I had another chance,"
Brown said. "My parents had
coaili of the Chimp) Fire.
We had the first pick over- that feeling that I was going to
keep playing."
all. imel we selected C.J
St. Clair said one of the reaBradley said "For a young play it his first year of Major sons Brown is where he is at
League Soccer, he’s become one today is because he is coach eel the hest defenders in the able.
league
"He is somebody who lisBy Yvette Anna Teel()
Staff Editor

tened and somebody who
applied what we asked him to
do," St. Clair said. He added he
knew that within a year of
being drafted to the Fire, Brown
would be called up to the
national team.
Brown’s first game on the
national team will be on Friday
at Spartan Stadium against
Australia.
"I think that it’s great that
his first call up is here at
Spartan Stadium, where he
played for four years," St. Clair
said. ’That’s almost poetic. Now
he gets to come home as a
national player.
"It’s a great example of someone who got to show himself
and he certainly took that
opportunity and ran with it."
According to Zach Thornton,
the Chicago Fire’s goalkeeper,
Brown doesn’t take a day off
like some other players do.
"He works really hard every
day," Thornton said. "He hasn’t
changed a bit with all the hype
he’s gotten.
"He’s one of the best guys I
know. Besides a great player,
he’s a great person."
As for Brown’s soccer style,
Chicago Fire forward Ante
Razov said he’s hard to play
against.
"He’s a nightmare to play
against. I’m glad he’s on my
team and not on the other team.
He doesn’t give you many
opportunities to score."
Bradley, the Fire’s coach, said
Brown had a very good career
at SJSU and with the San
Francisco Bay Seals, which
helped him move into the MLS.
"For a young player, he has a
very good idea of what it takes
to be a good professional. He’s a
hard worker, and he has a great
attitude about learning and
improving every day," Bradley
said.
"We think we’re very lucky to
have C.J.; I think people who
know him know he’s a great
guy."
There are a few people
Brown credits for what he has
accomplished to date, including
his parents, his former coaches
and his girlfriend.
Now that Brown has gone so
far in only one MIS season, he
has set more goals.
He said in the future he’d
like to play in Europe for about
two years, where soccer is
looked at as the main sport and
the level of play is greater.
However, he said if the level of
play goes up here in the United
States, he would definitely want

Krill] Sullivan/ Spartan

to stay.
Playing ace an official member of the national team and
playing in the next World Cup is
also one of Brown’s future goals.
Although Brown did met

graduate from SJSU, where he
was a recreation and leisure
studies major, he said he is currently working on getting back
into school and completing his
degree. He said after Friday’s

game he plans to take some
time to celebrate.
"After this game, if I play, I’ll
definitely take time to have
fun."

Women’s soccer team advances to WAC semifinals after 1-0 upset over SMU
Hie tVe

- Finally, the’
team
a 1-0

Spartan women’s soccer
was on the right side of

decision
ceert he sipiled San Jose
State University ili-151 upset
top seeded Southern Methodist
University 19-10), the defending
Western
Athletic
Conkrence champion, by that
score in the first round of the
WAC
Women’s
Soccer
Championship in Provo, Utah,
on Wednesday.

The Spartans have lost 11
tend won four 1-0 games this
season.
After a scoreless first half,
forward Julie Brum slipped the
ball under SMU goalie Erin
Poole in the 71st minute on a
pass from Brandy Apodaca.
"At halftime we talked about
anticipating," Apodaca said in
a press release.
"I
anticipated
Molly’s
(Cowell) pass, tried to find
Karli (Silveira), but it went

over her head
and went to
Julie."
SJSU was
one
player
short when
Brum scored
the
gamewinner.
A few minutes earlier,
,
Jackie Ostdiek
Drum
saved SJSU by knocking the
ball away from an empty goal

4.4
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with her hands, which is a red card offense.
As a result, Ostdiek was
ejected from the game and has
to sit out today’s semifinal
against
Brigham
Young
University.
After Wednesday’s game,
Spartan head coach Philippe
Blin defended Ostdiek’s action.
"That is what this team’s
about unselfish players," he
said in the press release. "It
was a very, very smart decision
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CMCMercado 20
3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054

Airport"

Call SuporShuttlii. We are the nation’s leader in door-to-door
shared ride airport transportation. superShunte has now expanded
our service to operate from Santa Clara
County. SuperShuthe will get you to and
from the San Francisco Intl. Airport
safely, promptly and
economically

What we reauire:
Friendly / outgoing personality
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings,
weekends & holidays

The following positions nri available:
Usher, Concessionist, Box Office Cashier, Film Handler,
Maintenance, Cash Handler, Housekeeping
Pick up an application today!
Job Hotline: (408) 919-0282

Space is limited.
Call today to reserve your place.
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_What we offer:
Dynamic growth opportunities
Fre* movies and otl,er privileges
Exciting work atmosphure
Flexible work hours
(Perfect for students)
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by Jackie."
If the Spartans win today’s
game, they will face the winner
of the San Diego State
University
Fresno State
University semifinal, also
played today, for the WAC
championship final Saturday.
The WAC champion will automatically qualify for the NCAA
tournament.
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C.J. Brown, a former San Jose State University soccer player, is trying out for the U.S. national soccer team after winning the Major League Soccer championship with the Chicago Fire. The U.S. squad
will be playing the Australian national team at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow night at Spartan Stadium,
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Thursday, Nov. 5 If
you missed the Kiss
concert special on
Fox, don’t worry. Black
Diamond, a Kiss cover
band, will perform at
The Edge. These guys
are heyday Kiss
makeup and loud
metal
and they
won’t bore you with
Kiss’ lame new songs.
Black Diamond only
plays the
classics,"Cold Gin"
and "Strutter." And
ladies, you might get
lucky after the show
the guy who plays
Gene Simmons also
has a 6-inch tongue.
Friday, Nov. 6 It’s a
big weekend for fall
blockbuster movies:
"The Waterboy"
Adam Sandler plays a
college football team’s
waterboy until they
discover that this
degenerate can hit like
Ronnie Lott. (Message
to Spartan football
coach Dave Baldwin:
Give your waterboy a
tryout. He might be a
prospect. After all,
your defense can’t do
any worse.)
"The Siege" Denzel
Washington. Bombs.
Annette Bening.
Bombs. Bruce Willis.
And bombs.
"Velvet Goldmine" It
was the talk of the
Cannes Film Festival.
Go see if the hype
translates into a good
movie or just a bad
David Bowie song.
"The Wizard of Oz"
Dorothy still can’t find
her way home, but the
motion picture business knows its way
straight into your wallet.
Monday, Nov. 9
Budweisers, tight
Wranglers and Alan
Jackson music the
Cactus Club is going
country with "Big Hat
Mondays." Go see the
bunkers and goths line
dance and drink like
Texas hicks.
Wednesday, Nov. 11
The Recruits will try
to enlist some new
fans when they rock
the university
amphitheatre at noon.

’The Siege" takes no prisoners
By Adam Paylacka
Staff Writer
Despite the explosions and
presence of action star Bruce
Willis, ’The Siege’ is surprisingly light on action, but heavy on
the intrigue and drama. The end
result is better than a simple
action movie ever could have
been.
’The Siege" opens with the
United States government kidnapping an Islamic Arab terrorist leader. The film then flashes
forward to New York City, where
FBI agent Anthony Hubbard
(Denzel Washington) is dealing
with the day-to-day rigors of law
enforcement when a bomb
threat is called in.
Racing to the scene, Hubbard
is relieved to find that the
"bomb" was nothing more than
blue
marker
paint.
Unfortunately for Hubbard, the
threat is only the beginning of a
terrorist onslaught to plague
New York.
Determined to have their
leader freed, the terrorist groups
relentlessly assault the city with
attacks of increasing severity.
When Hubbard asks about the
terrorist leader, he is told the
government does not have him
and they don’t know his whereabouts. With misinformation on
one side and terrorists on the
other, Hubbard is placed in the
difficult position of solving a
puzzle without all the pieces.
Washington is excellent as
Hubbard. The character is introduced as someone who takes his
job seriously, yet seems almost
naive in some respects. Hubbard
believes in the system and would
never think of working outside
the law. While his core views
never change, they are profoundly shaped by the realization that
others in the government do not
share the same values.
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Hubbard’s value system and
his belief in always doing right
are exemplified near the beginning of the movie, when he is
negotiating for the release of a
group of hostages. Hubbard
offers himself in exchange for
the hostages, thinking only of
their safety.
Playing against Washington
is Annette Bening in the role of
CIA operative Elise Kraft. Like
Hubbard, Kraft believes in doing
what is right. However, she doesn’t see anything wrong with
bending the rules. This results in
some early tension between
Kraft and Hubbard, when Kraft
wants to beat down a suspect
and sees nothing wrong with it.
Bening gives a very believable
portrayal of a woman who comes
into a situation knowing exactly
what to do, but falters when she
realizes that what she’s always
known to be true is based on a
lie.
As the terrorist attacks continue in New York, the media
starts to turn against the FBI
and starts calling for presidential intervention. After determining that the terrorists must
be stopped, at any cost, the president declares martial law and
sends the army into the boroughs of New York.
Willis stars as Gen. William
Devereaux, the man in charge of
the siege of New York and the
third wheel fighting Hubbard
and Kraft for control of the situation. Devereaux is a career officer who strongly believes in the
protection of his country at any
cost.
The role is a departure from
Willis’ traditional action heroes.
He brings a sense of power and
intimidation to the character of

Photos Courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
Gen. Devereaux (Bruce Willis) places New York City under martial law to combat a terrorist threat.
Devereaux, who is somewhat American citizens into camps
reserved throughout the movie. during World War II, the army
Willis plays the character well, herded the Arab community into
beginning the movie as a true guarded stadiums and chased
patriot and slowly turning into a them down if they appeared to
soulless officer who follows be in the least bit suspicious.
orders blindly as the situation Images of tanks driving down
the street as bottles are smashed
drags on.
The interaction between upon them could have been
Hubbard, Kraft and Devereaux ripped from news footage of a
is well-written. Director Edward foreign war.
It is hard to point out a clear
Zwick ("Glory", "Courage Under
Fire") does a good job of present- villain in "The Siege," because
ing the characters as human everyone has some sort of agenbeings with difficult decisions to da. That is why the movie
make. He never presents any- shines. With no clear right or
thing as right or wrong. He sim- wrong, it is up to the viewer to
ply shows it on screen as some- judge for themselves the events
happening on screen.
thing that happened.
"The Siege" is worth checking Agent Anthony Hubbard (Denzel
Without resorting to overt
preaching, Zwick draws very out, but be prepared. This isn’t a Washington) races through provisual parallels to past human fluff action flick. It will make you testers in an attempt to stop a terrights injustices. Just as the think.
rorist attack in The Siege."
United States herded Japanese-

Strong libido, weak voice
By Lisa Marie F. Arellano
’,raft Writer
In the crowded world of R&B
where Boys II Men rely on powerful vocals and Babyface on
creative lyrics, Aaron Hall has
neither good lyrics nor strong
vocals going for him.
Hall is destined to be swallowed alive by competition in
the swamped pool of R&B
singers. Hall does not have the
voice to sing, let alone compete
with Boys II Men and Babyface.
His throaty voice could not even
be improved by digital sound.
His new CD, "Inside of You," is
filled with Hall’s failed attempts
to create romantic songs.
A guy trying to seduce a girl
using Hall’s songs will probably
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ativity than just singing lines
like "When I wake up in the
morning/ I still love you, babe."
Lines such as "you make me
feel good inside" lack depth.
Such lines are repeated over and
over again throughout the CD,
making Hall sound a little too
desperate.
Another thing went wrong in
Hall’s CD he rapped.
Rap could make or break an
R&B song and must only be left
to those who know how to do it.
Although he can’t rap right, Hall
does it anyway, irritating the
hell out of the listener
So beware: most music stores
don’t give full refunds for
returned CDs. Don’t make the
mistake of buying "Inside of
You."
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO

DRINK UP

I

get a slap in the face.
Songs from Hall’s CD have
sexual titles, such as "I Want
Your Body" and "Going Down,"
but the songs are nowhere close
to being provocative.
In "I Want Your Body" and
"Going Down," Hall moans and
groans as if he was having sex.
This tactic didn’t work for either.
Hall’s moaning and groaning
was more annoying than sensual.
Hall can’t even moan right,
let alone sing. Tossing the CD
wouldn’t be the hardest choice
the listener would have to make.
"Inside of You" is a collection
of senseless, shallow and annoying tracks.
Hall could certainly use a little more imagination and cre-
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Public balruotima
DeWas Eastin
53%, 3,949,845
Gloria Mitts Tuchman
47%, 2,917,071
Precincts reporting: 100%
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CONTROLLER
}Cathleen Connell (D)
61%, 4,316,699
Ruben BURLAPS (R)
33%, 2,944,805
Pamela J. Pascoe/id (L)
2%, 131,495
Alfred L Burgess (I)
1%, 98,174
Denise L. Jackson (R)
1%, 89,687
C. T. Weber (P&F)
1%, 61,268
Iii, Adam (NL)
1%, 45,831
Precincts reporting: 100%

...and with all that
money you’re going
to save, you can
pick up any of our
Billboard TOP 40
CD’s for only
$8.87 eaohl

...11111k1

IREABURER
Phil Angelidee (D)
53%, 3,696,494
Curt Pringle (R)
40%, 2,788,826
Jon Petersen (L)
2%, 163,983
Carlos Aguirre (NL)
2%, 156,920
Jan B. Tucker (P&F)
2%, 131,141
Edmon V. Kaiser (1)
1%, 82,631
Precincts reporting: 100%
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Bill Lockyer (D)
52%, 3,660,103
Dave Stirling (R)
42%, 2,992,586
Diane Beall Templin (1)
2%, 171,671
Joseph S. Farina (L)
2%, 134,588
Robert J. Evans (P&F)
2%, 130,233
Precincts reporting: 100%
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Chuck Quackenbush (R)
50%, 3,540,537
Diane Martinez (D)
44%, 3,125,378
Dale F. Ogden (L)
2%, 150,514
Barbara Bourdette (NL)
2%, 116,674
Gary R. Ramos (P&F)
1%, 105,257
Precincts reporting: 100%
MEMBER, STATE BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION, DISTRICT 1
Johan Klehs (D)
78%, 1,277,712
Kennita Watson (L)
22%, 355,931
Precincts reporting: 100%
MEMBER STATE ASSEMBLY
DISTRICT 23
Mike Honda (D)
76%, 89,531
Patrick Du Long (R)
24%, 12,668
Precincts reporting: 100%
JUDICIAL
Chief Justice Supreme Court
Ronald M. George (YIN)
75%, 4,131,408
25%, 1,356,274
Assoc. Justice Supreme
Court
Ming William Chin (Y/N)
69%, 3,572,584
31%, 1,669,841
Janice R. Brown (Y/N)
76%, 3,889,009
24%, 1,248,730
Stanley Moak (M)
70%, 3,695,777
30%, 1,557,385
COUNTY
Sheriff
Laurie R. Smith
60%, 184,193
Ruben Diaz
40%, 123,397
Precincts reporting: 100%
CITY OF SAN JOSE
Mayor
Ron Gonzales
51%, 81,529
Pat Dando
49%, 77,014
Precincts reporting: 100%
Member, City Council,
District 3
’Amy West
49%, 4,698
Cindy Chavez
51%, 4,884
Precincts reporting: 100%

Then check out our
huge selection of
computers and
over 280,000
computer accessories,
supplies and
software titles,

CM is Preovolos/ Spartan L)i
Ken Schroeder, a guest artist in a blues ensemble class, jams
with bass player Jacob Kensinger and other students Monday in

Proposition Results
Proposition 1A-School Bond
100% of precincts reporting
x -Yes, 4,313,364- 62%
No, 2,602,295 - 38%
Proposition 1 -Property Taxes
100% of precincts reporting
x -Yes, 4,723,342 - 70%
No, 1,977,447 - 30%
Proposition 2 -Transportation
Funding
100% of precincts reporting
x -Yes, 4,866,200 - 75%
No, 1,634,914 - 25%
Proposition 3 -Partisan
Presidential Primary
100’4 of precincts reporting
Yes, 3,548,737 - 46’4
x -No, 3,031,033 - 54%
Proposition 4 -Trapping
100% of precincts reporting
a -Yes, 3,973,868 - 57%
No, 2,950,779 43%
Proposition 5-Tribal Casinos
1003 of precincts reporting
a -Yes, 4,518,824 - 63%
No, 2,709,986 Proposition 6-Horsemeat
100% of precincts reporting
s -Yes, 4,1:1:1,446 - 59%
No, 2,837,387 - 41%

Continued from page 1
them organized."
Amy Dean, executive
officer of the AFL-CIO,
believes Chavez, along
with mayoral race leader
Ron Gonzales, will help
voice the concerns of lowerincome citizens.
’The role of government
is to represent people who
need it and who don’t have
a voice," Dean said at a
campaign party at the
AFL-CIO Labor Council
Building
on
Tuesday
evening.
Haas also said it will be
interesting to see if Chavez
will follow through with
her efforts to change some
aspects of education in her
district, which is one of the
poorer districts in the city
Haas said Chavez’s campaign was more "grass
roots oriented." He believes
this is the reason why she
was successful in a district
with a high number of lowincome families. He also
said the district had a low
voter turnout.
"It is interesting that
the choice of about 3,000
will have an impact on
80,000," Haas said.
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Proposition 10-Tobacco Surtax
100% of precincts reporting
Yes, 3,550,483 - 50%
No, 3,537,278 - 50%
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Lewis K. Uhler is the president of the National Tax
Limitations Committee, and he
was opposed to the proposition.
He said many proponents of
such bond issues don’t consider
where the funds are coming
from.
"They spend like drunken
sailors," Uhler said. "Because it’s
public money, nobody cares."
The total cost of the joint
library project is expected to be
about $171 million. According to
SJSU librarian Jim Schmidt,
the university would be responsible for $101 million and the
city of San Jose would cover $70
million.
The $101 million will include
the $86 million from the bond,
Schmidt said. The CSU system
has promised $5 million from
other state funds, and SJSU
intends to begin fundraising to
attain the final $10 million
needed.
Junior Trisha Sanchez said
she had mixed emotions over
Proposition 1A. She said she
liked the proposition because it
will allow more funding to the
schools that need it, but she didn’t like how the joint library was
included in the package.
"We’re spending so much
more money (than the city) and
we only have 30,000 students
here - it’s not fair," Sanchez
said
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Continued from page 1

share of the joint library project.
"If Prop. lA didn’t pass, then
everything would stop," said
Barbara Leonard, director of fiscal planning for the SJSU
library. "We were just waiting for
the bond issue to pass, so we
could figure out what to do
next."
The $9.2 billion is going to be
spread throughout California’s
K-12 schools, as well as its 107
colleges,
10
community
University of California campuses and the 23 state university
campuses.
Through the bond’s passage,
the CSU system will receive
about $832 million over the next
four years.
The joint library hinged on
the proposition passing because
the CSU system had promised
$86 million to SJSU, providing
the bond passed.
Bruce Reynolds, chair of the
history department, said he’s
glad there will be more funding
for education, but he thinks how
SJSU will put the $86 million to
use is unwise.
Reynolds is also a member of
Save Our University Library, an
organization opposed to the joint
library project
"Eighty-six million dollars
which is going to subsidize the
use of the city library is not good
use of the state’s money,"
Reynolds said.

Z191610

Proposition 8-Class Size
1004 of precincts reporting
Yes, 2,585,710 - 38%
x -No, 4,417,215 - 62%

Proposition 11 -Sales ’fax
Sharing
100% of precincts reporting
x-Yes, 3,440,334 - 53%
No, 3,049,131 - 47%

Sony Playstation,
Nintendo84,
Sega Saturn,
GEuneboy or SNES

Chavez: Prop. 1A:

Proposition 7 -Air Quality
100’1 of precincts reporting
Yes, 2.928,956- 439
x -No, 3,807,426 57%

Proposition 9-Electric Utilities
100% of precincts reporting
Yes, 1,832,423- 27%
x -No, 5,060,996 - 73%
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Markham: Teaching in Kenya

Joint project

Giarza/ Spartan Daily
Liberal studies major Juana Macias prepares string that will be used on a tiny paper purse she created as a final touch to her skeleton, or calavera, for the Mexican celebration of Dia de Los Muertos.
Macias created the calavera from papier-mache during her multicultural arts for children course. The
calavera was placed on the altar called an ofrenda
used for the celebration, which is adomed
with calaveras, candles, flowers, food and other treats. The ofrenda will continue to be on display in
Room 203 in the Art Building until Thursday.

Peace Corps: Numbers decrease
Continued from page 1
Program descriptions and
degrees available vary from university to university. Master’s
degrees in economics and political science are available from
Illinois State University. A master’s in business administration
is
available from
Loyola
Marymount University.
Basically, volunteers receive
hands-on experience needed for
their master’s degree while in
the Peace Corps. During the two
years spent volunteering, the
master’s candidate works closely
with an adviser from the university where they, are receiving
their degree. Klee, a selfdescribed "unofficial recruiter"
for the Peace Corps, added that
the program is a great incentive
for people to join the corps.
The Peace Corps is a federal
organization that sends volunteers from the United States to
developing countries all over the
world. Currently, there are 81
countries that have Peace Corps
volunteers, including Costa Rica,
Botswana, Guatemala, Guyana
and the Philippines. The volunteers work in several sectors
including environment, health,
business and agriculture..
Currently, there are 3,500 volunteers this year. The number is
the highest at has been in 20
years, according to Heidi Thoren,
a public affairs specialist for the
Peace Corps. The highest num-

Read the
Spartan Daily

her ever in Peace Corps history
was in the mid -1960s, when
there were more than 15,000 volunteers. Overall, there have been
151,000 volunteers since the
Peace Corps started.
According to Thoren, the size
of the organization went down
and this accounts for the
decrease in the number of volunteers.
"There are a number of reasons for the decrease," Thoren
said. "After the peak, Congress
and the administration put less
emphasis on foreign aid. The
trend was to provide more
resources close to home."
During their two-year stay in
the country where they are sent,
volunteers work as health educators, train entrepreneurs in basic
business development skills,
teach English to people in the
community or many other jobs.
Several SJSU students have
done service for the Peace Corps.
For graduate student Michelle
Young, the Peace Corps was "an
eye opener" when it came to
understanding the way others do
certain things.
"You need to be more ready to
hear what people have to say,"
Young said.
Young served two years in
Botswana, a small country in
Africa. She also extended her
time and served in Namibia, also
in Africa. During her time in the

corps, Young lived in a house
without water and electricity.
It is living without these dayto-day conveniences that Young
warns potential volunteers
about.
"It’s a period of major adjustment," Young said. You just have
to be flexible with your surroundings.
"Here in the United States, we
have forgotten what the community is about," Young said.
"Community is not just the local
surroundings but also the family
and neighborhood."
According to Young, it was her
exuberance for the Peace Corps
and its goals that enticed her
mother, Jo Young, to sign up for
the corps after visiting her in
Botswana. Young’s
mother
worked in child health and AIDS
education in Liberia and then in
Thailand. According to Young,
being in another country and
being submerged in their culture
was a very good experience for
her mother.
"In other countries, they view
age as wisdom," Young said. "It
was wonderful to see people really respect what my mother had
learned throughout her life."
Volunteers for the Peace
Corps have to be at least 18 years
old. However, there is no maximum age. According to Thorne,
the oldest volunteer ever in the
corps was 78 years old.

Thinking About Law School?

Ball Area
Law ON

Continued from page 1
"All the interpreters, I think
there are two or three in all of
Kenya, use KSL," Markham
said. "I’ve used (each interpreter), and they are just wonderful."
Much of what Markham has
had to overcome are the stereotypes associated with deafness
in Kenya, she said.
"I am still struggling with my
rights as a deaf person,"
Markham said.
"(Markham) is incredibly positive and energetic glowing
even," said Ellen Kelly, regional
recruiter for the Peace Corps. "I
really believe there is no obstacle she couldn’t overcome."
Markham said she has dealt
with all sorts of issues her entire
life regarding deafness her
rights as a deaf person, other
people’s stereotypes of who deaf
people are and not being treated
as an equal.
Many stereotypes about deaf
or hard-of-hearing people are
that they are less intelligent,
less able or somehow of diminished capacity than hearing people.
"I’ve been mobbed and had
rocks thrown at me," Markham
said, adding that most people in
Kenya don’t understand deafness. "They think that white
people from America have all
this medical technology, and
that we shouldn’t have deafness."
After interviewing Markham,
Kelly knew why she wanted to
join the corps the children.
"She wants to share her experiences and knowledge of what
she has had to overcome with
others less fortunate than herself," Kelly said.
Markham earned a master’s
degree in library science from

PARTNERSHIP
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A

SJSU in 1995, a master’s degree
in deaf education from Lewis
and Clark College in Portland,
Ore., and a bachelor’s degree in
psychology from Gallaudet, the
major university for the deaf in
the United States, located in
Washington D.C.
Because of the mobbing incidents and other violence directed at her, Markham moved to
her current location in Kilisi.
There is a higher concentration
of the deaf in this area and
Markham has had less difficulty.
Her lesson plans include
English, geography and teaching students their rights as deaf
individuals as part of a Peace
Corps program in Kenya.
"(The people) at my new site
respect me," Markham said.
"They are protecting me too
(from people who don’t understand)."
Markham’s typical day is
anything but. She wakes up, has
breakfast and rides a bike three
miles to the school from her tinroofed cement house. The majority of the homes are made of
mud and have grass roofs, while
a few are cement like hers.
Markham takes advantage of
the days the children don’t have
to work on the school’s farm to
teach. Days off from farm work
so
are
never
scheduled,
Markham must show up every
day to catch the chance to teach.
Joan Merdinger, director of
the master’s of social work program in the College of Social
Work, said volunteers in the
Peace Coma are not only teachers, they are ambassadors of the
United States.
"It’s America at its best,"
Merdinger said, having had
friends and associates in the
corps. "They export their exper-

INALKASLE

tise all over the world."
Telephone conversations for
Markham are few and far
between because of her deafness
and the lack of arcommodations
for the deaf in Kenya. The few
calls she makes are with an
English-speaking interpreter
who signs to Markham in KSL.
Markham replies in KSL and
the interpreter translates that
into English.
Accommodations for the deaf
are almost nil, according to
Markham.
"There are no (telecommunications devices for the deaf) or
captioning like there is in the
U.S.," Markham said. "Here
there is zero."
Markham teaches the children in KSL. The official language of Kenya is ICiswahili,
although the country has 44 different tribal languages, according to Markham.
Merdinger said Peace Corps
volunteers not only give but they
bring back much experience.
"It’s a win-win situation for
all involved," Merdinger said.
"TThey come back and their lives
are changed forever."
Markham agrees.
"I will return home a different
person," Markham said. "The
children and people have taught
me much and I have (a newfound) respect for other cultures
now."
Markham plans to travel
after her stint in the Peace
Corps, but hopes to someday
return to Kenya.
"I have the Indian Ocean, a
river with palm trees, coconuts
and papaya," Markham said.
"Children running around the
sandy paths it’s just beautiful
here."
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Spartan Bookstore
II Business Student Advising Center
Student Resource Center
MI Student Union Information Center
Clark library lobby
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group felt many of the letters appearing
in the Spartan Daily were simply attacking gays and lesbians and deserved a
response.
Rycenga said she felt a lot of students
were misinformed about the decision to
break the contract with Carl’s Jr.
According to Rycenga, the issue isn’t
about burgers but about discrimination
against homosexuals as a group. She said
concerns that a small group of vocal peo-

ple were dictating campus policy are not way to address the topic and concerns on
an issue because what they did was cor- the issue is to get everything out into the
rect.
open.
"I’ve been pretty disgusted with the
"If the moral issue that kept Carl’s Jr.
off campus is a valid one, then the size of kind of consistent hostility about the subthe group (protesting) is unimportant," ject all semester long," Sivertsen said. "If
Rycenga said.
there’s a way to get people to understand
Wiggsy Sivertsen, director of counsel- what the issue is and get a discussion
ing services, said she was glad there was about it, I always think things like that
going to be an open discussion on the are good."
Kevin Johnson, another member of the
topic. According to Sivertsen, the best
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DOI carnet 01pald adverdelng
and ollsregs are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
We are remodeling our stores in
San Jose and Milpitas!
And Opals; a New ae iiNadrter
Let 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose!
Positions Available:
*Grocery Clerks Produce Clerks
Bakery/Cel Clerks *Service Clerks
*GM Clerk fileal/Seafood Clerks
NI positions offer competitive pay
and a full benefits package!
Please see store manager for an
application at the following izicaticns:
3251 So. White RI. San Jcse
3475 McKee RI. San kee
1070 Story Rd. San Jose
1641 N. Capitol Asia San kee
215W. Calaveras B. Slates
To promote a drug-free work
environment we do preemployment
drug testing Save Mart Superrndet
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
PIT TEACHER 6+ C.D. UNITS.
NAM acaed. School Age Rograrn
in Sunnyvale. Rode lours 1-6, F/T
available in Summer. Great for
student! Sharon 408-738-1385.
SIIPPING/RECOVPIG. P/T
Poston Barbie. F/T Summer.
Weekends am scurs. Neer SJSU.
Cal Jemiler 40134930560 ad 105.
DaINDID CARE parse:del needed
Monday through Friday. Hours
6:30am 8:00ern ard/cr 3:15pm &Wpm. Must ham 6 ME units and
experience. Interested Child Des.
students peels condi Mrs. Musari
or Miss DuBridge by phone: 408/
8791000 or Sitar 408/8791001.
TELESALES/GOLF - Sports
minded. aggressive. Hourly +
bonus + modems. SJSU location.
Contact James 2954810.
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
P/T. M-F 12:30-5:30pm. Work in
a fast paced, property development office. Run errands, misc.
office work. This could lead to a
career for one of the Bay Area’s
premier development companies.
Please cal JeanPaul or Greg for an
interview 0 403287.0246. Ea.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/1 in the afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
244-1968 x 16
TEACHER OPPORTLINMES, high
quality, licensed childcare centers
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
enrichment curriculum.
Flexible PT/FT positions
Days. Eves. Weekends
Team Environment
Mon 6 ECE required
Earn *time you team
In house training
Benefits available
Growing throughout the Bay Area
KidePark 260-7929, Fax 26013E6

c000suirs ASST/KIDINEL

needed for small, exclusive shop
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must
be reliable, honest, able to do
Physical work. Exp. working
w/dogs preferred, but will train.
Greet oppty for dog loved $6.50 hr.
Can FM resume to 408/377.0109
or Cam 3714115.

ACCOUNTING: SPARTAN SIMI%
is seeking F/T. A/R Data Entry
Clerk with computer skills & 104cay
by touch. Acct. mftor profaned. Other
duties Ind: process deposits,
male. A/R master file, generate
statements & invoices, posting,
icserel entries and customer/ endor
Interaction. MT. 40 hours/week.
Hiring salary: $20,800- $21.840.
ACCir
Spartan Shape, Inc.
1125 N. 7ti St. Sun Jose. CA 95112
or Personnel Once. Bldg. 037.
FAX: 408/924-1910.
MEAL STUMM? WIMUSID /OB.
Fri./Sat./Sun. Men’s Clothing
sales. Good pay. Contact Michael
at 970-0900 or come in for an
Inewslew. 2010 Duane Ave. Santa

LAW OFFICE POSTION available.
Court runner, company car & gas
provided. Need valid drivers
license. Hours flexible. 244-4200.

CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
4th & S.C. Chevron. Mini mart.
flexible hours, several shifts open.
Please apply in person. 147 E.
Santa Clara St. Contact Ofelia
TUTOR WANTED for 3D yr old gin. (40E)295-3964.
Needs extra help in math, some
language arts; my home, M-Th, RETAIL
3:30-5:30. Call Paula 926-3944.
experienced
baristas
INSTRUCTORS - PT. Teach FUN Work with the best coffee beans
Science Programs in elementary and the best human beans. Our
schools. Need: Car & experience South Bay stores are currently
with kids. Excellent Pay! Call: interviewing for part-time (21-35
Mad Science of the South Bay 0 hrs/wk) barista positions.
408-262-5437.
Competitive pay, on/off site
training, medical, dental,
BICYCLE MESSENGER
domestic partner coverage,
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
401(k), paid vacation & sick time.
Great for Students!
advancement opportunities.
Serving Downtown SanJose. Apply at 2035 Camden Avenue,
Inner City Express.
1330 El Paseo, or 1140 Lincoln
22W. Saint John St. San Jose. Avenue, Suite C in San Jose, or
798-1 Blossom Hill Road in Los
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S. Gatos. We encourage applicasubjects. Earn $15420/hour. tions from people of all ages,
Jack or Joan 408-227.6685.
races & ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
ATTDMONII Ready to lose
COFFEE & TEA
those unwanted pounds?
rrr.peets.com
Get paid to lose weight.
Safe, natural. Dr. approved.
DMECTORS TEACMIRS AIDES
Karen (408)15534924
Plinking about a career worlsng with
email: loosenches0hotmail.com dildren? The YMCA of Said Clara
ValAy is now hinng for preschool and
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We sdiodege child owe cedes in San
sell discount subcnptions to Bay Jose. Cupertino, Santa Clara. Los
Area newspapers. Auto dialers. Gaos,
Saratoga.
Campbell,
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pin. Downtown Evergreen and Milpitas. AS and patnear lama! -4 blocks from SJSU. time positions available hours
Hourly 5$ plus bonus. Media flexible around school. Fun staff
Promotions 494-0200.
teams. geat experience working
with children. career advancement,
PAM MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP and good training opportunities.
College Works Painting, a sub- Teachers require minimum 6 tilts in
sidiary of National Services Group ECE eduolim. reoeab:n Crecitt
is now hinng for Spring/Summer soonoge, physicar education and/
1999. Duties include interviewing, or other related fields. Please call
development of customer Beth Proho at 408291-8894 for
relations, control of marketing and more inforndon ancl locaerts.
sales & production management.
Call 888/450-9675.
TEACHERS
www.collegeworks.com
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
exciting "hands on science
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 2132. Healthy.
Program afterschool.
Responsible. NI Nationalities.
3 - 8 hours per week.
Give the Gift of Life’
Experience preferred.
To apply call
$3,300 stipend & expenses paid.
We especially need
1-800.472-4362 ext. 245/297.
Japanese and Chinese Donors
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
(1100) 314-9996
Resdiaol Teectus and Aides. F/T&
P/T positrons av-ailable. Substitute
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
positions are also available that
P/T Elementary Schools.
Degree or Cadential fiCT Required. offer flexible hours. ECE units are
Opportunityfcr Teed:ft ExPenerice. required for teacher positions but
Need Car.
not required for Aide positions.
Voce Md: 4013)2E17-4170 04.408 Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
BEE/ME
Cathy for an intend/ at 2441968
FOOD SERMIX., ESPRESSO BAR. or fax resume to 2487350.
HOSTING. F/T & P/T positions
available in a busy family style TENIIIINVIC WHOM PM! TRE
restaurant located in Sunnyvale. weekends & merkep. Noecerience
All shifts avail, flex hrs, $9.00 hr necessary. Follow our lesson plan.
to start. Please call 733-9446, Met ham socd convninicatn ads.
responsible & Odle. 4089717557
ask for Ana or Wendy.
Cetus Trek Schorr
999W. Sas owe st San Jose.
WORK FROM HOME
hternaborn Business Expanding
$500. $2,500/mo, Spare lime TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
School year & summer, Elem.
$3,000 $6,000 ma, Full Time
We will train you.
school -age rec. program, P/T
from 2-6pm, M.F during the
etp://www.cash911.com/vsp
Or Call: (408)882-5007.
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
7any1.lan. F/T during summer day
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students camp prog. tint salary. no ECE
to teach driving full/part time. units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
Will train. Must be 21. Dept Call Jena al 384-8700 x223.
$9.00 to start. Cad 363-4182.
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for a part time
& LOVE CMIDREN??
TOP PAY1
receptionist. morangs/weekends.
Immediate temp/perm
Call 3634182.
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
MAKE MONEY NOW
at After School Programs,
in Telecommunications and
Day Care Centers. Etc.
Internet. Set your own hours.
(408)8668550
(408)793-5151.

TELEMARKETING
No Nights/WeelseiNis
ideal for student*.
F/T or PIT seeflable.
Set appoirenents
for Coneulling Mies.
$11415/hour r Benefits.
Ph: 408444-0233 sett. 220

CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINERS.
P/T. perform fun science parties
on weekend dad. Great Pay + Tips!
You pick days. We train. Call:
Mad Science at 408-262-5437.
NEED A JOB, FINANCIAL AID
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP?
Call now for part time or
flex time opportunities.
Kristie: (408) 360.1370.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Ambitious and energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Eam $8515 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
around you school schedule.
Looking for cart drivers for weekends only. Lots of fun and
earn good money. Call: (408)
867-7275 Receptionist will
connect you to our voicemail.
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed / Regular Class.
$8.52- 81.1.70/tr. Saratoga School
Distnct. Cal 408/867-3424x200
for application & information.
SECURITY
Abcom Prtvate Security
We will trair, you.
Student Friendly.
FT. PT, YVkdys & Wkrids.
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
408-247-4827
TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent
salary & benefits, med/dental
vacation/sick pay. prof. des.
ratio 1:9, beautiful park -like
playground. strong team
environment! Min. 12 ECE units.
Enjoy your work with children!
Charmer Preschool 378-7805,
Fax resume to 3734121.
MANAGER TRAMEE-Teiernarlieting
firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales reps.
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary bonus.
Dardown San Jose. 403/4940200.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
up to S600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old
Univ. St udent s/Grad s/Facutty
Contact California Cryobank
650.3241900, MT. 8 4:30
ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits!
Call or apply in person,
(408) 2865880
555 D Meridian Ave. Si
beitimen San Cate &
beheld te Cad an Piny Store.
CALVE SNP IMPIDWAINT Work
ers earn up to $2.000+/month
lw/tips & benefits) Wald Travel!
Land -Tour lobs up to $5,000
$7,000/summer. Ask us how!
517336-4235 Ext. C60411
USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility. NY stock
exchange telecomminrcations
company is looking for you.
Earn unlimited residual income.
international expansion corning
soon. Set your own hours.
800-371-4366

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

AFTERNOON TEACHER
GREENHILLS PRESCHOOL
571 N. 3rd St.
Minimun 12 Early Childhood
Ed. units required.
3 5 days /week
Call: 286-1533
Fax: 295-6197

SEBYNIES

WRITING HELP: (510)601-9554.
Highest quality writing, editing.
ghostwriting. Essays, application
statements, reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
(510)801-9554 or
email bolickbest.com
VISA/PitasterCard accepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
wwwacadernicswIting.com
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB
levels welcome: Beginning, For $35 post on 15 Web sites.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Send resume + payment to:
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, KW Graphics, 225 Corning Ave.
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
Milpitas. CA 95035.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Send salary req. + F/T or P/T.
Save money and time!
Recruiters call you directly!
We accept credit cards.

INMERUCINN
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SEMESTER RATES
10-14 Ines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-191ines: S110

HOUSING WANTED

Daily

ALEIDIEBYKE1

1NSMBAKE
Auro INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
’Good Students "Educators’
"Engineers" ’Scientists"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HACSIF
NO 08UGAT1ON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Clasekied raiders should be
reinkided that. when making
these Whey contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods et eteMcm.
In addition, readers should
caddy kwestigate all nrno
offering employment Iletings
arcoupons for dIscunt
locations or merchandise.

WADES Dynode Auliollody Riper
Your #1 insurance specialist.
Specializing in minor di mid-size
damage. Visit our web site at:
wkwcwadesdynamic.com
Address: 440 N. 1st St. 0120
Phone: (408) 287-8337
email: p.wade20emailsjsu.edu

COMPUTERS ETC,
NEW LAPTOPS/DESKTOPS
$60/mm for 1.2 months+Slaryout
No credit checks/no lease
wwwearthcomp1.can/11-1103.html
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy. sell & trade computers,
486. Pentium, Mac. &
Notebooks. Refurb’d equipment
is warranted.
Prompt Repair Si Upgrades
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID
5263 Prospect Rd. Si. between
Hey 856 280 neer Lawrence Espy.
408-873-8070

UNDY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES.
some Fridays, at First Christian.
80S. Fifth St. Call 4083561375.

408-924-3277

Please

Nome

after en fifth day, rake increases by Si per dig
Fordsoneilna 25 gams) sat in bold for no extraerge
words avoidable in bold or $8 each

"SPIRITUAL HEALING
IN A SCIENTIFIC AGE"
Medically documented
spiritual healings.
Book available at any
Christian Science Reading Room
For locations call 408/867-8255

5000+ SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME
to share in S.I. located on a
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
view, 10 miles from campus.
$600/mo +util. 408-296-8000x 11
for more information.

OPPORflY

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

Five Address
Days
$13 tiy II Sim
$14
Row
$16
$18
Sand check or rnoney order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

AMMIMMUM1

ROOM FOR RENT Beautiful 4
bdrm home w/panoramic view
of SJ located in Hills above
Berryessa & White. $450/mo +
$450 deposit. For appointment,
call Ken at 408-793.2802.
Females only, no kids.

AMOS
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Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

mimammm

COMMIaglafi
STEMISOAT Colorado kn. 1045
$549. with the SJSU Ski Si
Snowboard Club. Includes
flight out of Si, full condos 5
night stay. 4 of 5 day lift
pass. 2 hot tubs, parties & great
snow. Students & non-students.
Call Mark at 408-292-0955.

FEITALBINSINCI
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Three
Days
96
510
$11
$12

FAX: 408-924-3282

HEAL711& BEAUTY
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One
Two
Days
Day
$7
3 Ines
$6
4 lines
$11
$9
5 Ines
57
6 Inas
$10
$1 for molt additional the.

-800-939-6Ski
GENEROUS COMPENSATION

SINGLE MALE SEM LONGTERkl
HOUSING. Need inward* loan or
studio/basement apirtment. Would
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
PROOFREADING/EDITING
consider helping the elderly at their
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Term Papers - Theses
home in exchange for, or in partial
Papers, Nursing, Group Proiects.
Have your papers inspected for
MEN & WOMEN
payment of. rent. Have references.
Resumes. Al Formats, Specializing
organization and grammar by
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Contact Robert Stevenson, 8923
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Alicia. SCU Graduate Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing SE Venda Ave. Portland OR 97216.
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ yrs Exp.
BA in English - Ards Doctorate
or using aiemicals. Let us
Phone (503) 256-3426. E-mail:
PAM’S
(408) 229-9305.
permanently remove your
cybeemerOaol.com or FAX to
PRCEESSCNAL WORD PRCCESSNG.
unwanted hair. Back - Chest Lip 0:0)257-1222, Cascade Wage. c/o
247-2681. Sam-8pm.
Bikini -Chin - Tummy etc.
STURM DENTAL PLAN I
Pies. Office re. Robert Stevenson.
Only $57.00 per year.
Students & faculty receive 15%
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
discount. First appt. 1/2 price d
Save 30% - 60%
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
on your dental needs.
made before 12/31/98.
group projects,etc. Typewriter
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
for your applications for med/law
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Ord. SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS.
school, etc. Tape transcription.
(408) 379-3500.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
We offer a pool, spa. sauna, full
Call Anna at 972-4992.
CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME gym, on -site management. all
Hand numbness, Tingling
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S.
appliances included, central A/C.
PROFESSIONAL Word Proceseing subiects. Earn $15$50/hr & up. sensation. Loss of fine touch.
Stop by today for a tour.
Theses, Tenn Papers, Resumes, Call after 7prn. 408.202-3467.
Accidentally dropping things?
Open Monday thru Saturday.
Grad Propects, etc. All formats,
THE COLONNADE
It may be less serious.
It is not necessarily CM.
specializing in APA. Tape
III-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
201 So. 4th St. (408)279-3639.
transcription. Fax machine.
Math: Algebra- Geometry
Call for free consultation.
Experienced, dependable, quick Statistics Trig Calculus
Dr. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
211DRIN APARIPAINf -11975/M0.
retum.Nmeden/Branham area. Physics: Mechanics - Electric
Security type building
408-247-2222.
Call Linda (408) 2644504.
SAT - GED - CBEST - ESL TOEFL
Secure Parking
Computer. Vilasic, V-C++
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Close To Campus
Spanish: All levels
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Modem Building
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Specialist. Confidential.
Laundry Room
Email: tutor907630soicom
UYour own probe or disposable. Village Apartments
PAY YOUR TUITION giving away
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 576 Sods Fifth Street
FREE Motorola Pagers. $89 value. ENGLISH EDITING & TUTORING
247-74S6
(408) 295-6893.
Call 1-8882400310, give sponsor Expenenced with the needs of
a 0098544. For WEB SURFERS: Foreign Students.
http://wswitel3.corn/0098544/ Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Go To: wvm.klyEditor.corn
or call me at 1-831-3734010.
And/Or Cal Jessca 408/9788034
EXCITING BUSINESS Opportunity SJSU Alumni 8, Member of SOUL:
Save Our University Library.
Proven way to generate income
Check out our website at
memberstripod.com/-azn2000

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
VAISTINLIIKERS Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun.
flexible Job during school. Park
cars for weddings, parties and
special dents In the Los Gatos
arse. Must be outgoing, friendly,
and neat In appearance. No
madam emeilence new. Must be
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
valid CDL and your own trend).
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Mbhael Seigle Gsb Valet
(SOO) 11211111111.

SfAALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their School Age Child Care
Centers in San Jose. ECE CD,
Psych, Soc. or Rec units req.
We Offer Competitive Pay,
Excellent Training, and a
Great Work Environment.
If you are interested call
(408)283-9200 ext. 21.

Donate Eggsl
If you are 21-28 yrs, v
healthy, bright &
responsible.
Calf-Stephanie OFFC
Also special need for
Asian Donors
wwwwwwwwwwwwww

CLASSIFIED

PHN: 408-924-3277

Be An Angel!!

group, said he hoped members of the
administration and Spartan Shops would
be present to discuss the issues but didn’t
know if any plan to attend. Johnson
encouraged anyone interested in the
issue, from either side, to attend.
"I’m just outraged at all the decisions
that are made without public scrutiny,"
Johnson said. "(This is a chance) for anyone to sound off."

check /
one classification:
coie

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bern Had, Room 209.
Deadline’ 10:00 am. two weekdeys before publication.
Al ads we prepaid SI No refunds on canceled ads.
Reiss for ccomocullve publications dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)9244277

_Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages*
_Events’
_Mncurtements’
_Lost and Faun:7"
Vanes’s
For Sale’
_Aube For Sole’
_Computers Et ’
Waned’
_Employment
__Opportunities

Adel Housing
,Shared Housing’
_Reel Estee
_SeMces’
_Hesitheseute
_ Spore/Thais’
_ Insurance
_ Enlivenment’
_Travel
_Tuding’
_Wad Procesem
_Scholervhips

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 dews. Ads must be placed in person ,
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Dogsled-racers
command
Debate
High mountain
Andes native
Having a drab
color
16 Marathon
17 Romantic, ins
way
19 Uniform
20 ’Excuse mel"
21 In the best
shape
23 Above poet
25 Visitor
26 Gullet
29 Type of exam
31 Some provincial
5
10
14
15

35 ceoPPle
36 Kite part
37 "High
1941 movie
38 Conceit
40 Type of crow
41 Wooded area
42 Marred
43 Finale
44 Lock of hair
45 Greek cheese
46 Harem rooms
47 Private teacher
49 Wheel part
51 French manor
54 Award
58 Hawaiian
island
59 Colorado
tree
63 Untidy
person
84 Bizarre
65 Gumbo
ingredient
66 Large ba9
67 ’Carmen or
68 Have to have

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

DOAN
WMO WOMOU
MMO MOHO WMMMO
MOONUOMMM maim
MNOWWWNO
GIONMO
MINIMUM NOUN
MOM= MUUMON
DOM LEMON ONWW01
MMNW NUMMI UNMO
MMOMU MEMO NWO
NUNOOM MOWN
UMW
MMOMU
ONOMBWOU
UONMO MWEIWOUUMM
ONMMN MUMMM NWM
MINIM UMEI
0=0
DOWN
I Young lady
2 "Do - others"
3 Wound
reminder
4 Eton’s rival
5 Jimmy Carter’s
daughter
6 Caviar
7 Bandleader
Lombardo
8 Worthwhile
9 Singer Gorme
10 More beautiful
11 Roof overhang
12 Top cards
13 Clark 18 Deli bread
22 Casual top
24 Celebrity dinner
25 Oty of gas
26 Chin feature
27 Harshness
28 Cherish
30 Edge
32 Wept
33 Icelandic

money unit
34 Beach grains
36 Sneezers need
37 Actress
Bernhardt
39 Chemists
apparatus
40 Use a scissors
42 That lady
45 Botch
46 Actress Merle
48 Ban
50 Ref s kin
51 Expense
52 Angel’s
-headgear*
Tin
53 "Cal on
Roof"
55 Spouse of a
duchess
56 Farmland unit
57 Go first
60 Colorado
Indian
61 Goof
62 Mermaids
habitat

MEM MEM MINN
UMMEM MO=
MEMMINIMINIM 1111.11
MILIMINIM
MINIM
alma
imam did= MINIMA
iiIMEMEM
MOM
WINNIMME MIME=
MUM MIME OEM
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Mid= dial
dadmild
&MOM
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11M dEMMIll MEM
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PHIS

A peephole will keep him
out of your house...

Caller

ID

will
him

keep

out
your

It’s hard to pretend

of
hair.

that you’re not home once you
answer. So get Caller ID from Pacific Dell,
and see the NAME AND NUMMI of callers
before you pick up the phone. With Caller ID, you can
answer the calls you want and avoid those you don’t. You can

4

also

see

who called while you wee* out, because Caller ID lop

callers even when they don’t leave a measept. AND NOW

DALLIS ID morn
ID BM TM*, IIIMMILV1 A 124

IN YOU PU1CIIA811 A
A CALM

So get Caller ID, and get

01

Get Caller ID.

iak peat’ ’it who’s calling.

To order services and for more information:
www.pa.bslI.e./s.I1.g.
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